-2 -Star-forming regions that are visible at 3.6µm and Hα but not in the u,g,r,i,z bands of the Sloan Digital Sky survey (SDSS), are measured in five nearby spiral galaxies to find extinctions averaging ∼ 3.8 mag and stellar masses averaging ∼ 5 × 10 4 M . These regions are apparently young star complexes embedded in dark filamentary shock fronts connected with spiral arms. The associated cloud masses are ∼ 10 7 M . The conditions required to make such complexes are explored, including gravitational instabilities in spiral shocked gas and compression of incident clouds. We find that instabilities are too slow for a complete collapse of the observed spiral filaments, but they could lead to star formation in the denser parts. Compression of incident clouds can produce a faster collapse but has difficulty explaining the semi-regular spacing of some regions along the arms. If gravitational instabilities are involved, then the condensations have the local Jeans mass. Also in this case, the near-simultaneous appearance of equally spaced complexes suggests that the dust lanes, and perhaps the arms too, are relatively young.
Introduction
Direct evidence for spiral wave triggering of star formation has been difficult to find since density wave shocks were first identified by Fujimoto (1968) and Roberts (1969) . Early proposals for triggering involved shock compression of incoming clouds (Woodward 1976) , diffuse cloud formation in a phase transition driven by thermal instabilities (Shu et al. 1973) , diffuse cloud formation in the magnetic instability of Parker (1966; Mouschovias et al. 1974) , cloud-cloud collisions (Vogel et al. 1988; Koda & Sofue 2006) , and giant cloud formation by gravitational instabilities in the shocked gas (Elmegreen 1979; . Color and age gradients downstream from the shock suggest star formation triggering (Sheth et al. 2002; Tamburro et al. 2008; Martínez-García et al. 2009; Egusa et al. 2009; Martínez-García & González-Lópezlira 2011; Sánchez-Gil et al. 2011) , but differential compression of old stars and gas (Elmegreen 1987) and between HI and CO gas phases (Louie et al. 2013 ) can produce structures that mimic age gradients. It is sometimes unclear whether there is a preferential formation of stars in spiral arm gas compared to interarm gas: some observations show a clear change in molecular cloud properties or star formation efficiencies inside spiral arms compared to the interarms (Foyle et al. 2010; Hirota et al. 2011; Rebolledo et al. 2012; Sawada et al. 2012a,b; Koda et al. 2012 ) while other observations do not (Foyle et al. 2010;  measurements were done for each identified source using the IRAF routine imstat to draw rectangles around the complexes, which are often elongated. The average background intensity for each region and passband was measured from linear scans one pixel wide through the center of the region in a direction perpendicular to the local arm using the IRAF routine pvec. This background was then subtracted from the intensities of the regions to produce source magnitudes.
Ground-based observations with Hα narrow-band filters were also compared to the IR and optical images. NGC 4321, NGC 5055, NGC 5194 Hα continuum-subtracted images were obtained from The Spitzer Infrared Nearby Galaxies Survey (SINGS) Legacy Project 1 . Hα continuum-subtracted images of NGC 5248 and NGC 5457 were obtained from Knapen et al. (2004) . The NGC 4321, NGC 5055, NGC 5194 Hα images have a resolution of 0.305 /pixel, whereas NGC 5248 and NGC 5457 images have a resolution of 0.241 /pixel. All of the information regarding the observations, data reduction and data products can be found in the SINGS webpage and in Knapen et al. (2004) .
The Hα+NII fluxes were measured for the same regions that were used to define the 3.6µm sources, but the entire flux emission from these regions was included, not just the flux confined to the source rectangles (the additional Hα flux from outside the rectangles, estimated to be 10-20% of the total, is assumed to be from the embedded sources because HII regions are often larger than the star complexes that excite them). We have estimated the contribution from the neighboring NII lines using integrated spectrophotometry of the galaxies from Moustakas & Kennicutt (2006) in the case of NGC 4321 and NGC 5194, and an empirical scaling relation between the NII/Hα ratio and M B described in Appendix B of Kennicutt et al. (2008) in the case of NGC 5055, NGC 5248 and NGC 5457. The resulting NII/Hα ratios are 0.430 (NGC 4321), 0.486 (NGC 5055), 0.590 (NGC 5194), 0.369 (NGC 5248) and 0.389 (NGC 5457). After correcting for the NII contamination, the Hα fluxes, F(Hα), are converted to Hα luminosities, as L(Hα)[erg/s] = 4πD 2 F (Hα), with D being the distance to the galaxy in cm (Table 1) .
2MASS images at J band (1.25µm, Skrutskie et al. 2006 ) of the same galaxies were measured as well, using the same box sizes as for the 3.6µm sources and the same background regions for subtraction. The 2MASS pixel sizes are 2 . The 2MASS data is used in our application of a technique proposed by Mentuch et al. (2010) to estimate the underlying old stellar population. As discussed more below, this technique assumes that the old stellar population in the galaxy disk has a flux density at 1.25µm that is typically about twice the flux density at 3.6µm. Mentuch et al. then showed that the excess 3.6µm emission above half the 1.25µm emission correlates with Hα. This gives an independent measure of the intrinsic Hα luminosity of the source, presumably with less extinction than the direct Hα measurement.
Figures 1-5 show the galaxies studied here. The color composites in the top left panels use SDSS g-band images for blue, SDSS i-band images for green, and IRAC 3.6 µm images for red. They all have 0.75 pixels and were combined into color images after first using IRAF wregister to rotate, stretch, and align the optical images to match the infrared images. The top right panel shows an image remade from the u, r, and z SDSS filters using data from the SDSS webpage (www.sdss.org). The middle left panel shows a sample region at 3.6 µm with circles highlighting 3.6 µm sources that do not appear in optical bands. These same circles are shown in the middle right panel on an SDSS g-band image. For clarity, these circles are ∼ 10× larger than the measurement rectangles. The bottom left image is the 3.6µm full image with a rectangle indicating the sample region, and the bottom right image is the sample region again in Hα.
Comparison of the middle panels in Figures 1-5 shows sources clearly visible at 3.6µm but invisible at g-band. Sometimes part of a 3.6µm source is visible at g inside the circles, but the measuring rectangle was made on the part of the 3.6µm source that was not visible at g or at any other SDSS filter. Measurement rectangles are typically several arcseconds in length and width.
The identified sources appear to be embedded star-forming regions in the spiral arm dust lanes. They are visible at 3.6 µm because the extinction there is only ∼ 5% of the g-band extinction (Cardelli et al. 1989) . They are often visible in Hα too, which is strange because that is an optical band, but Hα emission can sometimes be more easily detected than optical starlight, and some of the Hα could be from regions that are between and around the densest parts of the obscuring clouds. Higher resolution HST images show parts of these sources to be visible at optical bands, but the HST optical fluxes are still weak compared to the 3.6µm fluxes because of a generally high obscuration.
The origin of the 3.6µm emission is understood only in general terms. Some of it is from the Rayleigh-Jeans limit of the photospheric emission from young and old stars, some of it is from hot dust in young stellar disks and dense cores, and some is from PAH emission associated with the HII regions. We assume that the PAH part of the 3.6µm emission is an independent measure of flux from the HII region. After subtracting the contribution from underlying stars (Mentuch et al. 2010) , we can then determine the embedded cluster masses from the required ionizing fluxes. Comparison with the SDSS-band upper limits then gives a lower limit to the extinction. The SDSS-band upper limit flux in a dust lane, F up , is taken to be the rms value of the SDSS pixel counts, σ px , multiplied by the counts-to-specific flux conversion factor, C, divided by the square root of the number of pixels, N 0.5 px , and multiplied by the studentt value t 0.05 = 1.7 giving 95% probability that the mean count is less than t 0.05 σ px /N 0.5 px . That is, the probability that the mean flux from the source is less than the measured mean (< F >∼ 0 here) plus the increment t 0.05 σ px C/N 0.5 px is 0.95. Here, σ px comes from the IRAF measurement of the source counts. The value of t 0.05 is for a typical number of pixels in a source, n ∼ 20, so the number of degrees of freedom for the student-t statistic is n−1, and the probability that the true mean µ is between < F > −t 0.05 σ px /N 0.5 px and < F > +t 0.05 σ px /N 0.5 px is 0.90. This is the same as saying that
with 95% confidence for t 0.05 = 1.7. The limiting magnitude is obtained from the limiting source flux using the usual AB conversion, mag= −2.5 log 10 F up − 48.60 for F up in ergs cm Table 2 lists the positions of the embedded sources, the number of pixels of 0.75 size in the measured rectangles, their fluxes, S ν , at 3.6 µm in µJy, AB absolute magnitudes in IRAC 3.6 µm, AB absolute magnitude upper limits in the SDSS bands, and the Hα luminosities measured from ground-based observations.
Method
Without optical detections of the embedded sources and only IRAC observations at 1.7 resolution from Spitzer and 1.25µm observations at 2 resolution from 2MASS, we cannot uniquely determine the source ages, masses and extinctions. However, the sources are all embedded in spiral arm dust lanes and likely to be young (e.g., Scheepmaker, et al. 2009 ), as also implied by the Hα, so we searched over a range of ages, and for each age determined the cluster mass and extinction required to give the observed 3.6µm and 1.25µm fluxes using the conversion to intrinsic Hα in Mentuch et al. (2010) :
for I in units of MJy/ster. That is, I(3.6µm) and I(1.25µm) in MJy/ster were measured from the background subtracted specific fluxes in each source (in units of µJy from the image source counts), converted to MJy and divided by the area of the source in ster. The resulting I IR (Hα) was then multiplied by a typical Hα filter width in frequency units, ∆ν, which comes from the filter width in wavelength units, ∆λ = 75Å, converted to frequency with the equation ∆ν = c∆λ/λ 2 . This gives the source Hα flux in units of erg cm −2 s −1 .
The intrinsic Hα flux derived in this way from the IR, and the directly measured Hα flux from ground-based observations, were converted to Hα luminosities L Hα by multiplying by 4πD 2 for distance D, and then to observed ionization rates S obs using the equation S obs = 7.3 × 10 11 L Hα s −1 (Kennicutt 1998) . These observed ionization rates were compared to stellar evolution models to determine intrinsic source properties.
For the stellar models, we used tables in Bruzual & Charlot (2003) for AB magnitude versus time in u,g,r,i, and z bands, which are given for a unit of solar mass in an initial cluster with a fully sampled Chabrier IMF and solar abundances. We also used the tables for Lyman continuum ionization rate versus time per unit initial solar mass, and residual stellar mass versus time per unit initial solar mass. The optical magnitudes were converted to luminosities per unit initial mass, and these along with the Lyman continuum rate and the residual stellar mass, were integrated over time up to the assumed age using a constant star formation rate. This integral over the model Lyman continuum rate per unit initial mass will be denoted by S m (t), and the integral over the model residual mass per unit initial mass will be denoted by M m (t).
The ratio of the observed ionization rate S obs to the model rate S m gives the correction factor to the model integrated mass, from which the required cluster mass can be derived:
The integrated luminosities in each SDSS band were found from the same ratio, e.g., L u = (S obs /S m [t])L m,u (t) for u-band, and converted back to apparent magnitude. The resulting model magnitudes in all five SDSS bands were then subtracted from the observed magnitude limits in each band to get the minimum extinction in each band. These were all converted to g-band extinction using the extinction curve in Cardelli et al. (1989) , and the results were averaged together. This extinction curve should be more appropriate for embedded sources than the gray type of extinction that comes from a partially transparent screen (Grosbøl & Dottori 2012) . The different limiting g-converted extinctions varied among the passbands by an average of 0.5 mag, presumably because the SDSS limits were not the same depth relative to the spectral energy distribution of the source. Table 3 gives the derived properties of the embedded sources listed in Table 2 for assumed ages of 3 Myr. The masses and average g-band-equivalent extinctions for the ground-based Hα measurements are in columns 3 and 4, the masses and average g-band-equivalent extinctions for the 3.6µm measurements are in columns 5 and 6, and the extinction needed in the HII region, measured at g-band, to produce the observed Hα fluxes given the star forming regions measured at 3.6µm, are in column 7. The sources with lower limits have upper limits for the directly observed Hα fluxes (more on this below and in the footnote to table 3). All sources are observed at 3.6µm.
Results
The derived cluster masses increase with assumed age in the range from 1 to 10 Myr by about a factor of 2.5 for all sources (not shown). This is small enough for the likely age range that we consider here only masses for an assumed age of 3 Myr, as tabulated, with an uncertainty of a factor of 1.6 either way from unknown age effects. The mass differences obtained using the two methods, direct Hα observations and Hα inferred from 3.6µm and 1.25µm emissions, typically differed by a factor of 24 with the IR-based masses being larger. This difference amounts to an excess extinction of about 3.5 magnitudes for the direct Hα compared to the IR-derived Hα. Table 4 gives the embedded source masses and extinctions for the two types of measurements and the equivalent g-band extinction in the HII region to give Hα consistent with 3.6µm and 1.25µm, averaged over all sources in each galaxy. The masses measured by direct Hα observations average 2.4 × 10 3 M , and the masses measured by 3.6µm and 1.25µm observations and converted to Hα average 5.0 × 10 4 M . The lower limits to the extinctions provided by the upper limits to the SDSS fluxes and the ground-based Hα fluxes (column 3) are about zero, meaning that the Hα measurements are consistent with the optical broad-band measurements in being highly extincted. In other words, given the stellar masses required to produce the (highly extincted) Hα fluxes that were directly observed, the expected u, g, r, i, z fluxes are comparable to the upper limits within a few tenths of a magnitude (the error bars in column 3 of Table 4 ). The lower limits to the extinctions derived from the 3.6µm fluxes in comparison to the SDSS bands (column 5) are, on average, ∼ 3.8 mag for all galaxies. This is comparable to the extinction in the HII region (column 6) because the HII emission is extincted by about the same amount as the SDSS bands.
We conclude that these dusty regions are obscuring young stellar associations with an average mass of 5.0 × 10 4 M for an age of about 3 Myr. The average mass would be 4.2 × 10 4 M for an age of 1 Myr and 1.3 × 10 5 M for an age of 10 Myr. The average extinction to these regions in g-band is ∼ 3.8 magnitudes.
Discussion
We consider possible star formation mechanisms as summarized in the introduction. Two of these mechanisms, the Parker and thermal instabilities, involve diffuse gas with-out self-gravity. While they may contribute to interstellar structure, they are not involved with rapid star formation because that requires self-gravity and collapsing cloud cores. The other mechanisms, gravitational instabilities and cloud impacts or collisions, involve strong self-gravity from an early stage, the first because whole dust lanes can be unstable to fragmentation along their lengths, and the second because collisions increase a cloud's density and that can make the cloud gravitationally unstable.
The observation of bright embedded infrared sources in galactic spiral shocks implies that massive star formation begins quickly in the shocked gas -faster than the time delay usually inferred from the displacement between dust lanes or CO emission and visible HII regions (e.g., Egusa et al. 2009 ). The observed mass of ∼ 10 4 − 10 5 M is comparable to the masses of more visible clusters and star-forming regions in normal galaxies.
In what follows, we consider two possible formation mechanisms for the observed star complexes. For both, the dust lanes are assumed to be shocks in spiral density waves. This is consistent with the streaming motions that are often observed in CO observations of these regions (e.g., Shetty et al. 2007 ). Most of the molecular clouds in the Milky Way spiral arms (Dame et al. 2001 ) seem related to spiral shocks too, considering their velocities and positions in the global spiral pattern (Bissantz et al. 2003) . Their concentration in spiral arms is apparent in the face-on view of the Milky Way shown by Englmaier et al. (2011) . Evidently, these local CO clouds would resemble dust lanes if they were viewed from outside the Milky Way.
The two mechanisms considered are (1) gravitational collapse of gas that accumulates behind the shock front in a spiral arm, and (2) compression and collapse of pre-existing clouds that hit these shock fronts. In the following discussion, we suggest that gravitational collapse of spiral arm shock fronts is too slow on kpc scales to account for the rapid onset of star formation that appears to be required for these embedded sources. The densest parts of the shocked gas could have collapsed into stars, however. Compression of interarm clouds that hit previously shocked gas could trigger the obscured sources faster. Additional considerations are needed to determine which mechanisms apply. Table 4 suggests that a typical value of optical extinction to an embedded dust lane source is ∼ 3.8 mag. An embedded source with A V = 3.8 mag of extinction may be inside a dust cloud that has ∼ 8 mag of extinction all the way through it if the source is centered. This makes the total column density through the cloud Σ gas ∼ 160 M pc −2 for N (HI) = 5.8 × 10 21 E B−V (Bohlin et al. 1978) , ratio of total-to-selective extinction R V = 3.1 (Draine 2003) , and mean atomic weight 1.36. A typical dust lane width is ∼ 4 pixels in Figures 1-5 (1 px= 0.75 ), which is W ∼ 150 pc at a distance of 10 Mpc. The dust lane linear density is the product of these, µ = Σ gas W ∼ 2.4 × 10 4 M pc −1 , or 1.5 × 10 19 g cm −1 . The critical line density for collapse of a filament is µ c = 2σ
Gravitational Collapse of Spiral Arm Shock Fronts
2 /G for 1-dimensional velocity dispersion σ (Inutsuka & Miyama 1992 . If σ ∼ 7 km s −1 in the shock, then µ c is comparable to the observed line density. This suggests that spiral arm shock fronts are unstable to collapse along their lengths (Elmegreen 1979; Renaud et al. 2013 ).
The result of this collapse would be one or more giant cloud complexes with masses equal to ∼ SµW for spacing SW between the complexes along the arm (Inutsuka & Miyama 1997) . Taking S ∼ 4 from the figures here and from Inutsuka & Miyama (1997) , the resulting cloud mass is ∼ 1.4 × 10 7 M . If we consider a typical efficiency of 2% for the star-forming complex, then a stellar mass of ∼ 3 × 10 5 M results, large enough to account for what we observe.
The key to star formation in spiral arm dust lanes is that it has to happen quickly, before the spiral arm passes and the shocked gas decompresses in the interarm. This is a strong constraint if the spiral wave is steady. Not all compressed regions will be part of a steady flow, however. If a dust lane is sufficiently self-gravitating, then it can remain intact as a giant cloud complex even when it enters the interarm region, making its lifetime longer than the arm crossing time. Such shocks would not be steady but would cycle between gas build up, collapse, and dispersal. If the lifetime of the compressed state is long enough, then interarm protrusions and spurs result (Wada & Koda 2004; La Vigne et al. 2006; Shetty & Ostriker 2006; Dobbs & Bonnell 2006; Lee & Shu 2012; Renaud et al. 2013 ) with star formation lingering in the interarm regions. Egusa et al. (2011) observed M51 with 30 pc resolution and could see cloud build-up from small interarm CO clouds to giant molecular associations as the gas flowed into and through the spiral arms. With 780 pc resolution, the excitation state of M51 CO clouds changes from low in the interarm regions to high in the arms, corresponding to an increase in density and/or temperature with increasing star formation activity . There is also an indication in M51 of dense CO gas just before prominent spiral arm star formation; the map in Figure 6 of Koda et al. (2012) shows regions with highly excited CO and low 24 µm emission. These regions appear to be centered on dust lanes, although their exact spatial distribution is uncertain because the 780 pc resolution scale of the map is much larger than a dust lane. These regions avoid the parts of the dust lanes where we identify the brightest embedded sources, but that is expected from the lack of 24 µm emission in the Egusa et al. (2011) sources. Similarly, Hirota et al. (2011) observed molecular clouds in IC 342 turn from weakly self-gravitating in the interarm regions to strongly self-gravitating and star-forming in the arms.
We now consider when the collapse of density wave-shocked gas is fast enough to make stars in the steady state case. This requires a comparison between the collapse time of this gas and its dwelling time in the arm.
The dwelling time for gas in a dust lane is the arm-to-arm time multiplied by the ratio of the gas mass inside the dust lane within some radial interval to the total gas mass from one arm to the next in that radial interval. This relationship is from the continuity equation. Because of streaming motion along the arm in the dust lane, this dwelling time is longer than the purely geometric time obtained from the ratio of the angular thickness of the dust lane measured from the galaxy center divided by the angular rate of the spiral pattern relative to the gas.
The ratio of the dust lane mass to the total arm-to-arm gas mass in a radial interval equals the ratio of the dust lane column density to the average column density, multiplied by the relative angular extent of the dust lane. In the star-forming part of the main disk of most spiral galaxies, the V-band extinction averaged in azimuth is typically about 1 magnitude. Recall that the column density for general extinction A V equals 20A V M pc −2 in units of surface density, and an average value of 20 M pc −2 for spiral galaxy disks is typical inside the molecular zone (Bigiel et al. 2008) . For a general case like this, the ratio of column densities is then approximately A V,dl /(1 mag) for A V,dl in the dust lane. The arm-to-arm distance is πR for a two-arm spiral at radius R. Taking R = 4 kpc as representative, the relative dust lane thickness is W/πR ∼ 1% with W = 150 pc from above. Thus the fraction of the gas mass in the dust lane, which is also the fraction of the arm-to-arm time in the dust lane, is approximately 0.01A V,dl . The arm-to-arm time is ∼ 120 Myr for a position at R ∼ 4 kpc that is halfway to corotation where the galaxy rotation speed is ∼ 200 km s −1 . Then the dwelling time for gas in the dust lane is ∼ 1.2A V,dl Myr. In general, the dust lane flow-through time is (W/V rel ) × (A V,dl /A V,ave ) for dust lane width W , azimuthal speed V rel of the spiral arm relative to the gas, and average extinction through the disk at the radius of the dust lane, A V,ave . This result does not depend on R explicitly. If W is in pc and V rel is in km s −1 , then the unit of this flow-through time is approximately in Myr.
The fraction of the time that gas spends in the vicinity of a spiral arm can be fairly high for a strong arm. For example, a CO map of the galaxy shown in Figure 4 , NGC 5248 (Kuno et al. 2007 ), has two spiral arms midway out with ∼ 12 K km s −1 integrated intensities that occupy about 20%-25% of the azimuthal distance to the next arm, and it shows interarm regions with less than 3 K km s −1 . Thus the arms contain about half of the gas at that radius ((12/3) * 0.25 = 0.5), and the arm dwelling time is half of the armto-arm time if most of the gas is molecular. This fraction would be lower if the X-factor that converts CO to H 2 is lower in the arms than in the interarms because of greater CO temperatures in the arms. Using V rel ∼ 100 km s −1 , which is half of the rotation speed of NGC 5248 (Nishiyama et al. 2001) , assuming this position is half the distance to co-rotation, and assuming a galactocentric distance of 1 arcmin ∼ 4 kpc, the arm-to-arm time is 126 Myr and the arm dwelling time could be about 60-70 Myr. In the spiral arms of M51 , the dust lanes appear as thin ribbons of CO emission nearly resolved by CARMA. They occupy about 10% of the azimuthal angle and have 5 to 10 times the average interarm intensity in CO. Thus even the thin CO arms in M51 contain 30% to 50% of the molecular mass at that radius, and because most of the gas in this galaxy is molecular (Koda et al. 2009 ), this is also approximately the fraction of the arm-to-arm time spent in the dust lanes (unless the X-factor varies).
The dwelling time in a spiral arm has to be compared with the timescale for selfgravitational collapse. The latter is about S(Gρ) −1/2 for length-to-width ratio S along the dust lane and for density ρ. The factor S comes from the average equivalent density ρ sph in a sphere containing the fragment, considering that the collapse time is ∼ (Gρ sph ) 1/2 for that average. In agreement with this, Inutsuka & Miyama (1997) show one case of a filament with a collapse to a singularity in 12.3/(4πGρ) 1/2 , which is 3.5/(Gρ) 1/2 , giving S ∼ 3.5 in their case (see also Pon et al. 2012 ). The average dust lane density is the extinction through the disk, A V,dl , converted into grams cm −2 , divided by the line-of-sight thickness, which is H ∼ 70 pc for a typical molecular disk. For H in parsecs, this density is 1.4 × 10 −21 A V,dl /H g cm −3 , and the collapse time is 3.3S(H/A V,dl ) 1/2 Myr, or some ∼ 10S Myr if H ∼ 70 pc and A V,dl ∼ 8 mag (i.e., using A V,dl ∼ 2 < A g > or 2∆A g from table 4).
For gravitational collapse in a dust lane, the collapse time has to be less than the flowthrough time, which means A 1.5 V,dl > 3.3SH 1/2 A V,ave V rel /W or A V,dl > 18 mag for S = 4, H = 70 pc, A V,ave = 1 mag, V rel = 100 km s −1 , and W = 150 pc. This result implies that sufficiently dense spiral shocks, i.e., those with extinctions through the disk greater than ∼ 18 mag for these numbers, should have time to collapse along their lengths into new cloud complexes. Because self-gravity is important from the start in such an instability, the cloud complexes that form will also be strongly self-gravitating, and should form stars at an accelerating pace while they collapse further.
Recall that our sources imply A A,dl ∼ 8 mag on average, considering we see the foreground extinction equal to half of this value. This extinction is slightly less than the critical value of 18 mag derived above, suggesting that the dust lanes we observe are only marginally unstable to collapse in the short time they have. If the line-of-sight cloud thicknesses were much smaller than the assumed H ∼ 70 pc, such as the size of a giant molecular cloud, ∼ 10 pc, then A V,dl ∼ 9 pc, and this would be closer to our observations. In either case, the observed dust lanes do not appear to be strongly self-gravitating and in the process of rapid collapse. They could be forming stars only in the initially dense regions that were most unstable before they entered the spiral arm. Such partial collapse is consistent with the spiral shock models by Bonnell et al. (2013) and with the growing evidence for star formation in marginally bound or unbound molecular clouds (i.e., but which are still unstable to collapse in their cores; Dobbs et al. 2011 ). ran simulations showing the steady accumulation of shocked gas in spiral arms, with dust lane density perturbations building up over several rotation periods from initially small amplitudes. Eventually the irregularities caused by gaseous self-gravity led to the formation of giant, self-gravitating clouds. This is essentially the process we have in mind here for the formation of the observed embedded sources.
Elmegreen (2012) showed examples of beads-on-a-string of star formation along spiral arms of all types, ranging from two-arm grand design spirals to multiple, long-arm spirals, to flocculent spirals (see also Elmegreen & Elmegreen 1983 ). Beads-on-a-string patterns were studied in detail by Elmegreen et al. (2006) using IRAC images like those considered here. In many images from the Galaxy Evolution Explorer satellite (GALEX; Martin et al. 2005) , one gets the impression that most star formation is in complexes that are strung out along spiral arms in a semi-regular fashion. Interstellar magnetic fields may be involved in this regularity (Efremov 2010) . Evidently, there is a close resemblance between spiral arm star formation on kpc scales and filamentary star formation (André et al 2010) inside molecular clouds on parsec scales.
Pressurized Gravitational Collapse of Incident Massive Cloud Complexes
Compression and collapse of an incident interarm cloud can be faster than the collapse time calculated above for an initially uniform dust lane. The compression time t comp is the cloud size R cloud divided by the relative perpendicular speed between the cloud and the spiral arm, V perp . For a relative azimuthal speed between the cloud and the arm, V rel = 100 km s −1 as above, the perpendicular speed is V rel sin i ∼ 30 km s −1 when the spiral arm pitch angle is i = 20
• . Then t comp ∼ 3 Myr for R cloud ∼ 100 pc. Collapse would follow compression quickly because the compressed cloud density is high, approximately equal to the product of the interarm cloud density, 20A V,ia /H (in M /pc 3 for an interarm cloud extinction A V,ia and line-of-sight thickness H in pc) multiplied by the square of the ratio of the perpendicular compression speed to the cloud thermal speed, (V perp /v th ) 2 . For A V,ia ∼ 1 mag, H = 70 pc, V perp = 30 km s −1 , and v th = 3 km s −1 , the compressed cloud density is n comp ∼ 850 atoms cm −3 and the cloud collapse time, measured as (Gρ comp ) −1/2 , is ∼ 2.8 Myr. If such a density extends for H = 70 pc along the line of sight, then the extinction through the disk would be A V ∼ 100 mag and the extinction to an embedded source ∼ 50 mag. This is significantly larger than what we observe here for the clouds on W ∼ 150 pc scales, but could apply in their cores.
The original picture of cloud compression in spiral shocks was based on simulations by Woodward (1976) of a small diffuse cloud engulfed by a rapidly moving, infinitely-extended shock front. The cloud is compressed by the post-shock gas and forms a cometary structure, with the head collapsing into stars. Many simulations have confirmed this basic process. Spiral arms do not typically show cometary clouds and the dust lanes surrounding the embedded sources discussed here are not cometary. Still, the basic model of cloud compression upon impact with an existing spiral arm dust lane (from a previous shock) seems generally valid.
The interarm clouds in Figures 1-5 are spiral-like with large cloud complexes distributed along their lengths. This interarm structure is also evident from well-resolved maps of IR (Block et al. 1997 ) and CO , as in the case of M51. Such shapes are remnants of dust lane structures, secondary shocks, and spurs from the previous arms (La Vigne et al. 2006; Shetty & Ostriker 2006; Dobbs & Bonnell 2006) . Interarm cloud complexes can be moderately massive: M cloud = 6 × 10 5 M if R cloud ∼ 100 pc and A V,ia = 1 mag. The most opaque interarm clouds may contain ∼ 10 7 M and have a substantial molecular fraction (e.g., Koda et al. 2011 ).
The observed masses of the largest embedded complexes found here are consistent with interarm cloud compression. The pre-collision clouds would have to be ∼ 50 times more massive than the observed stellar masses, considering a star formation efficiency on ∼ 100 pc scales of 2%. To form a ∼ 10 5 M star complex inside a dust lane (Table 4) , the previous interarm cloud would have to contain 5 × 105.3. Regular spacing of star formation along spiral arms Regular spacing of large star complexes along spiral arms, as occasionally seen in Figures  1-5 and in other galaxies, implies that an instability might be involved and we are seeing the fastest growing wavelength of that instability (e.g., Wada & Koda 2004; Shetty & Ostriker 2006; Lee & Shu 2012; Renaud et al. 2013) . The presence of several young sources in this string implies that the instability operates all along the length of the pattern with a nearly uniform starting time, to within some variation equal to the instability time or the arm dwelling time. Such simultaneity requires that the dust lanes with regular star formation evolved within this time interval, that is, they built up, fragmented, and turned into stars along the length of the regular pattern within several tens of Myrs. After this, another dust lane would be expected to build up to replace it using fresh interarm gas. This would be the case for a continuously moving spiral arm that accumulates gas, dumps it into star complexes and then accumulates more gas. Alternatively, the whole stellar and gaseous arm could have formed recently as a result of a spiral instability in the disk (Baba et al. 2013) . Then the arm structure itself would be fairly young (although the stellar populations in it would be mostly old) and it could just now be forming its first string of star formation, i.e., within the last ∼ 30 Myr. In both cases, the instability would be slow compared to the dynamics of star formation, so the OB associations that form would be in various stages of obscuration and break-out, ranging from embedded for the youngest to fully exposed with adjacent cloud debris for the oldest in the same arm segment.
In cases without a regular spacing along spiral arms, a similar time sequence may occur with spiral-shocked gas followed by partial cloud collapse, star formation, and cloud dispersal, but with more of a distributed starting time. Then there will be different phases in this process at different positions along the arm. There could also be other processes acting, such as direct compression of interarm clouds, which would be randomly placed with respect to the regular structures.
Conclusions
A search for emission at 3.6µm that has no associated optical counterpart in SDSS images and only weak emission at Hα revealed 73 sources that are likely to be young star formation regions embedded in molecular clouds. The clouds appear as dark dust lanes in the spiral arms. The intrinsic Hα emission of each source was estimated from the 3.6µm and 1.25µm emissions using the method of Mentuch et al. (2010) , and the luminosity of the associated stars was determined after assuming an age in the range of 1 to 10 Myr. This stellar luminosity, combined with upper limits from the SDSS images, gave lower limits to the extinction and stellar mass. The observed Hα, compared with the Hα estimated from 3.6µm and 1.25µm, gave a consistent value for the extinction, which is apparently near the estimated lower limit (or else the Hα would not be observed either).
The average mass of an embedded source was found to be 5 × 10 4 M and the average extinction at g-band is 3.8 mag. These sources are often parts of regular strings of star formation with additional embedded sources and other sources in various stages of lower obscuration. Two mechanisms for triggering this star formation were considered: gravitational collapse of spiral density wave-shocked gas and gravitational collapse of compressed incident clouds. The spiral shock model suggests that the clouds we are observing are not strongly self-gravitating because they have not had enough time after their formation in the spiral arm. Still, collapse should occur in dense cores of these clouds even if the overall cloud complexes are weakly bound. This is consistent with recent ideas that star formation occurs in the dense cores of generally unbound molecular clouds. The incident cloud model is also consistent with our observations if, again, the shock compression and collapse to star formation occurs primarily in unseen dense cores.
The regular distribution of star formation along spiral arms, including the embedded sources as well as the exposed sources, suggest that a mild instability is operating to form weakly bound molecular clouds simultaneously along kpc lengths. Simultaneity on these scales requires a uniform initial starting time for the instability, to within the unstable growth time or the flow-through time. In that case the arm could be relatively young, or the shock front in the arm could be relatively new. a The resolution of the images is 1.7 , which is 2.26 times the resolution of the pixels (0.75 ) given here.
a Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2013, in prep) . Galaxy < log 10 Mass > (M ) < Ag > (mag) < log 10 Mass > (M ) < Ag > (mag) ∆Ag NGC 4321 3.6 ± 0.3 1.9 ± 0.8 5.2 ± 0.5 5.9 ± 1.1 4.6 ± 0.7 NGC 5055 3.1 ± 0.5 0.1 ± 1.7 4.6 ± 0.4 3.6 ± 1.4 4.1 ± 1.0 NGC 5194 3.4 ± 0.4 0.1 ± 0.4 4.7 ± 0.5 3.5 ± 0.6 3.6 ± 0.5 NGC 5248
3.8 ± 0.3 −0.2 ± 0.5 5.1 ± 0.4 3.0 ± 0.8 3.5 ± 0.8 NGC 5457
3.0 ± 0.5 0.2 ± 1.4 4.0 ± 0.4 3.0 ± 0.7 3.0 ± 1.3 
